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This article purpose is to highlight methodological issues of modern forensic psychology analysis, to draw attention to multifaceted reality meaning acquiring different forms and manifesting itself in different psychological effects. Independent invariant statements of meaning definition in various psychological concepts are outlined, and its ontological, phenomenological and functional aspects in these concepts are considered. Using general theoretical methods of scientific knowledge, the main differences between cognitive and discursive psychology from theoretical basis point of view of psychological phenomena are distinguished. A number of methodological issues related to the solution of urgent expert tasks of modern forensic psychology analysis are highlighted (taking into account comments of expert practitioners regarding peculiarities of conducting multidisciplinary psychological and linguistic examinations). Referring to expert practice, object and topic of psychological research according to traditional and modern types of forensic psychological evaluations, as well as tasks solved by forensic expert psychologist during interview with polygraph use are defined. A complex of empirical methods used by expert psychologists to highlight specific aspects of semantic reality during expert research is given. Six varieties of dynamic semantic system of an
individual are distinguished (personal sense, semantic attitude, motive, semantic disposition, semantic construct and personal value), which expert psychologist should take into account when analyzing phenomena and regularities of semantic regulation of human activity and consciousness in legally significant situations.
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**Research Problem Formulation**

Understanding meaning involves understanding reality in problematic situations, in particular legally significant ones. Within forensic science framework, focused on the maximum use of science and technology achievements, forensic psychology analysis is designed to provide justice with a conclusion with a thorough and comprehensive analysis of psychological aspects of a legally significant situation, namely: establish such specifics of mental person activity (and such their behavior manifestations), “that have legal significance and cause certain legal consequences” (paragraph 6.3 of section VI: Forensic Psychology Analysis of Research guidelines on preparation and appointment of forensic examinations and forensic researches)

By its essence, forensic psychology analysis, like any other forensic science, is “research based on specific expertise in the field of science, technology, art, craft, etc., of objects, phenomena and processes with the aim of providing a conclusion on issues that are or will be hearing topic” (Article 1 of Law of Ukraine: On Judicial Examination). Given urgent needs of pre-trial investigation bodies and the fact that application of psychological knowledge (while conducting as homogeneous researches as forensic multidisciplinary examinations) involves the specific expertise adaptation to legal proceedings, it is advisable to consider theoretical statements of general psychology, as well as best practices of expert practitioners regarding the outlined issues for understanding methodological issues related to solution of expert tasks appearing to forensic psychology analysis.

**Analysis of Essential Researches and Publications**

Issue of searching for meaning has long been studied in theology, philosophy, and art from the point of view of perceiving and understanding hidden senses (categories of the sacred, after a while in a broader context) and determining what the worthiest human meaning of being consists of. From the beginning of the
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XX century, semantic problems were in
the center of attention as philosophers

\[
\text{sense of a word} = \text{meaning of a word}
\]
to concept application of sense in psychological analysis of categories activity, consciousness and personality, concepts of meaningful individual organization. At the same time, if foreign psychologists considered meaning as a phenomenon of objective reality in the context of meaningful life problems (A. Adler 18, J. Bugental 19, A. Maslow 20, R. P. May 21, V. E. Frankl 22), then most Soviet researchers studied meaning as subjective
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personal characteristics reflecting process of human interaction with reality (L. Vygotsky, D. Leontiev, A. Leontiev, S. Rubinstein). New ideas from the outlined issues were produced by G. Kelly (psychology of personal constructs), H. R. Harré (ethnogenic approach within the framework of discursive psychology), Yu. T. Dzhendlin (phenomenological psychotherapy), J. R. Nuttin (theories of behavioral dynamics), Dzh. Shotter and K. J. Gergen (social ecology) and others. Since meaning is a special psychological reality, ignoring or limiting it (e.g., emotions), it is impossible to understand the peculiarities of the mental activity of an individual (its cognitive schemes, patterns of significance, matrix of beliefs, etc.) and their influence on consciousness and behavior of a person in a legally significant situation, we consider it expedient to consider in detail best practices of scientists and expert practitioners on outlined issues.

**Article Purpose**

Consider theoretical and practical aspects of psychological analysis of semantic reality in legally significant situation to comprehend methodological issues associated with solving forensic issues facing forensic psychology analysis.

**Research methods**

In order to achieve this goal, general theoretical methods of scientific cognition were used: empirical (observation, comparison, measurement, experiment), theoretical (ascension from the abstract to the concrete, idealization, formalization, axiomatic method), as well as theoretical and empirical research (abstraction, analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction, modeling, etc.).

**Main Content Presentation**

According to current legislation of Ukraine, forensic psychology analysis is appointed in the case when specific expertise in the field of psychology is required to resolve certain issues that are essential for criminal proceedings (civil, economic, administrative cases). The list of questions posed to forensic psychologist is quite wide. Taking into account the type of forensic psychology analysis, psychologist conducts research on:
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• individual psychological characteristics and leading qualities of the individual;
• ability of witness or victim to correctly perceive circumstances that are relevant to the case and provide correct (adequate) evidence about;
• ability measures of accused to understand nature of actions committed and their consequences; existence or absence of an emotional state in examinee at the time of the illegal actions, which significantly affected his consciousness and behavior;
• ability of juvenile suspect (accused) to fully understand the meaning of his actions and manage them;
• ability assessment of mentally healthy victim to understand the nature and significance of the actions of accused (assessment of ability to resist him (in rape cases); establishing mental state of person who committed suicide (posthumous forensic psychology analysis);
• social and psychological characteristics of criminal group members;
• determination of peculiarities of a person’s perception of the actual side of events and situation real content considered in the case (examination on the issues of causing psychological influence);
• judicial protection of civil rights and interests of a person (in cases of compensation for moral damage);
• establishing degree of understanding by a person of the content of agreements concluded by him/her, his/her ability to make informed decisions; detection of non-pathological mental anomalies in a capable person interfering with adequate reality reflection (in cases of invalidation of an agreement concluded by a capable person);
• establishing child’s psychological compatibility with each of the parents, guardians, adoptive parents; determining capabilities of specific persons to provide the most favorable upbringing for the child’s development (in cases of eliminating obstacles to communication with the child and establishing the procedure for participation in its upbringing);
• specifics of communicative activity of the person recorded in the video;
• psychological specifics of information content and its orientation (during multidisciplinary psychological and linguistic research);
• survey using a special technical means: polygraph (to obtain approximate information on significant events and certain actions)32, etc.

The research object of forensic psychologist according to traditional subject types of forensic psychology analyses is a person as a person (examinee) and a set of information sources reflecting information about mental activity of this person in legally significant circumstances 33. Given definition of personality as a phenomenon

of social development, a concrete living person with consciousness and self-awareness \(^{34}\) (“subject of “conscious productive activity and social behavior of an individual with a socially conditioned system of higher mental properties that is formed and manifests itself in self-changing activity, communication, mediates, regulates the interaction of a person with environment”\(^{35}\)”), expertology analysis of cases involving living persons, as well as post-mortem examinations, involves highlighting the content of value-meaning field of the individual as a complex psychological phenomenon that is a connecting link between consciousness and activity.

Within the framework of multidisciplinary psychological and linguistic examinations, object of psychological research is information content (and not mental examinee activity) and sources of information about specifics of communicative situation which they are attached to \(^{36}\). According to this species of forensic science, psychological specifics of information content as a communicative unit are subject to expert evaluation that always has its own sense and orientation. It is competence of forensic psychologist to determine the psychological components of information content sense and its semantic orientation.

Consequently, expert analysis of all research objects without exception within the framework of forensic psychology analyses involves highlighting psychological aspects of semantic reality in a legally significant situation.

In psychology, the concept of meaning belongs to the most significant analytical concepts, besides, range of theoretical approaches to it is extremely wide. According to the exact definition of O. M. Leontiev, “problem of meaning... is the last analytical concept that crowns the general doctrine of the psyche, just as the concept of personality crowns the entire system of psychology” \(^{37}\).

At the current stage of psychology development, idea of meaning is determined by a significant number of concepts, constructs, functional systems, processes and fields of experience and scientists consider semantic reality (as a special kind of reality) from standpoint of parts, process and the whole. For example, M. B. Karlsen characterizes meaning as “process and ideal, structure and sequence, possibility and limitation, achievement and intention, noun and verb, which are formed and transformed during all stages of an adult’s life” \(^{38}\). In general, this concept contains almost everything: “Meaning as a noun contains elements of constructions, word systems, cognitive schemes, belief matrices, orienting mechanisms, patterns of significance. <...> Predicative qualities of meaning — process, movement, growth.


intention, evolution of personal synergies, growth and development “from — to”. <...> Therefore, “sense” is simultaneously meaning and understanding, intention and intending, being and existence” 39. The main sense characteristic is the source indication.

It is traditional for forensic psychological examination (both in relation to living persons and postmortem examinations) to research on case files and documents attached to (medical documentation, expert conclusions, interrogation protocols, creative products of an examinee person, etc.) as a set of sources of information about peculiarities of mental activity subject in a legally significant situation. Forensic psychological examination is prescribed for a mentally healthy person: human being who is able to be aware of and regulate their own actions, as well as in case of detection of a decrease in a mentally healthy person’s ability to be aware of and regulate their own behavior in a legally significant situation (if such detection is of temporary or situational nature, due to influence of external and/or internal factors): then forensic psychologist should find out actual ability of the subject to conscious self-regulation of activity (reflecting measure of potential ability to consciously regulate one’s own activity in specific circumstances depending on the dynamic (emotional) state, correspondence of intellectual and personal resources for situation (task) requirements.

Personal understanding of his own actions is a reflection of both objective (external to him) and subjective (own) characteristics. Since forensic psychology analysis should find out whether a person understands dependence of his actions on the goal and the reasons (motives) that make him commit these actions, as well as consequences that his actions can lead to, we set the task to determine whether a person understands the sense of his actions (according to O. M. Leontiev) 40.

Analyzing and systematizing interpretations of the sense concept of in historical context makes possible to state that in philosophy and the linguistic sciences (where the concept of meaning was not used as a synonym for meaning), it had two most common invariant characteristics:

1) contextuality (sense of something is determined by correlation with a wider context);

2) intentionality (sense of something indicates the purpose, target orientation or direction of movement).

Based on these two main characteristics, sense of something is defined as the place and role (purpose) in a more general structure 41.

Psychologists distinguish invariant provisions of the sense definition repeated in different psychological concepts independently of each other:

- Sense link with significance (meaning) for the subject of certain objects, phenomena, actions and events, as well as its individual uniqueness;
- sense conditionality of the object or the action of its (its) place in a wider context;
- relationship between the subject and the world as a sense determinant;
- needs, motives and intentions of the subject as a sense source;

40 Леонтьев А. Н. Указ. соч.
41 Ibid.
dependence of sense on cognitive processes of information processing and image building;
• conditionality of senses by unique experience and biography of the subject (with an emphasis on affective experiences of early childhood);
• special role of the subject’s activity in generating meanings;
• sociocultural determination of meanings, when the decisive role in generation of senses is given to learning and self-learning;
• influence of other people on generation of senses (valences) in the form of an order, prohibition or example.

Opinions of different authors about nature of sense influence on consciousness and activity differ less: some believe that behavior is determined by the senses of situations, objects and phenomena, others that no activity is possible without meaning at all (lack of meaning causes disease), still others note influence of sense on the course of cognitive processes, and still others associate personal ability to self-determination with senses.

Among the views of various authors on internal structure and dynamics of senses, it is difficult to single out general provisions, with exception of situational variability idea of sense and its dependence on current subject state, as well as emphasizing that sense cannot always be conceptually represented, it is not always conscious and not always clearly expressed by available means 42.

In view of the conceptual provisions of the theory of felt meaning of Yu. T. Dzhendlin, American philosopher, psychologist and psychotherapist, sense cannot be calculated and recounted: it should be encountered, discovered, felt, listened to and enabled to appear 43. Noting that meaning always contains some implicit aspects that are not symbolized at the moment, the researcher traces functioning of non-verbalized meanings that are directly felt in speech, thinking, observation, action, in the work of memory and understanding and comes to the conclusion that relations are decisive between the verbally symbolized meaning and felt sense, from which meaning is born 44. American scientist characterizes experience, which is both opposed to symbolization and related to it, as a pre-conceptual meaning that is directly felt and that can be called incomplete without embodiment in symbolic forms.

Forms where sense can exist are diverse. Western researchers name a number of systems (kinesthetic, visual, auditory, tactile and olfactory sensory systems, symbolic systems) in which meaning can be expressed in the process of interpersonal interaction 45. The emphasis placed on each of these forms within the holistic meaning system will vary, but each form will play a role in the individual construction process 46.

44 Ibidem. Experiencing ....
It is known from scientific literature that traditional (cognitive) psychology distinguishes three ontological types of reality: personality (identity), consciousness (intrapsychic field) and actual reality (world external to personality and consciousness). The first two types are a branch of psychological knowledge, the third is a kind of independent criterion for understanding mental phenomena and verifying their interpretations. At the same time, it is assumed that versions of external world in consciousness of individuals: perception, representation, reproduction (description), message arise by themselves, naturally and simply. Discursive psychology questions the legitimacy of such an assumption. According to some British psychologists, the errors of cognitivists begin with neglecting the very intelligible process by which reality is constructed. From discursive positions, context validity of actions, that is, the actual version of what is happening, “considered as something constructed by the participants in the process of their social practice, therefore the psychologist has no right to legalize any version of reality without studying this practice”.

Thus, the focus of contemporary psychological issues is the discourse on the actual, as well as the ways in which reproduction (description), representations, reports, or versions acquire apparent independence from their subject. This approach can reasonably be applied to study of the first two (properly psychological) reality fields alike personality and consciousness. People create versions of their personal inner lives as well as factual descriptions of external, public realities. Therefore, taking the side of social constructivism, it is impossible to adhere to traditional differentiated ontology. In addition, this position makes possible to trace the relationship and mutual influence of external and internal realities, since people constantly create such versions of past events that justify their motives or motivate real actions. Thus, if the cognitive interpretation of the mental is based on perceptual processes and their transformation, then supporters of the discursive approach emphasize the process of representation and investigate the discursive (social-symbolic) basis of psychological phenomena.

H. R. Harré, theorist of discursive psychology notes that actions acquire social content due to their inclusion in a wider social context; the sense of individual elements of behavioral chain is determined by their place in this chain. The researcher cites five hierarchical levels of meanings present in social interactions:

1) first, lower level is set by the most deliberate action;
2) second: implementation of deliberate (with a certain intention) act;
3) third: its indirect effect;
4) fourth: intentional future act consequences;
5) fifth, hermeneutic level is associated with going beyond practical effects of the action and acquires meaning only in the plane of analysis of expressive action aspect.

It is expressive aspect, and not the practical determining hidden action significance, its no longer social, but personal sense, although the latter cannot exist otherwise than in relation to the system of social meanings. It is personal senses derived from social ones that largely determine uniqueness of the psyche of each individual: they are actually metaphorically reworked social semiotic systems. The main determinant of personal meanings is expressive aspect of life path of the individual indicated by the concept of *psychological biography* (according to the definition of H. R. Harré: *moral career*).

D. O. Leontiev in the *Sense Psychology. Nature, structure and dynamics of semantic reality* fundamental research paper describes three planes of semantic reality and, accordingly, three aspects of sense: ontological, phenomenological, and functional ones. Being in unity with each other, they correspond to three fundamental general psychological categories: personality, consciousness, activity. The researcher understands the sense as a relationship between subject and object (phenomenon), determined by the object place (phenomenon) in the subject life, distinguished by this object (phenomenon) in the image of the world and embodied in personal structures that regulate the subject's behavior in relation to this object (phenomenon). Given the conceptual positions of the author, experimental research can be directed to two of the three facets of sense to their phenomenological or substrate (regulatory) aspect. In the first case, the research subject is semantic connections in the image, worldview, subjective semantics, images in the broad sense of the word. In the second, regulatory influence of certain individual features of the semantic field or semantic attitudes induced in the experimental situation on processes of practical and cognitive activity, on solution of specific and more general tasks, up to the impact on the subject life path in general. At the same time, similar researches become researches on semantic reality if during consideration of independent and mediated variables, their ontological aspect is taken into account, in other words, their place in the structure of life relationships.

Modern practice of conducting forensic psychology analyses indicates that in order to cover specific aspects of semantic reality (in accordance with the tasks set), a set of complementary empirical methods should be used: bibliographic, conversation, observation, experiment, surveys, tests (including psychometric, projective and semi-projective, etc.), analysis of the documents provided, study of activity products, as well as psychosemantic, phenomenological, expert evaluation, etc.

Thus, forensic psychology analysis by traditional subject types covers a huge range of tasks, which solution allows pre-trial investigation bodies of and the court to take into account peculiarities of mental individual activity (and their impact on consciousness and behavior of the person).

---

in a legally significant situation. Regarding coverage of various aspects of semantic reality during the forensic psychology analysis by the latest subject types (as part of a multidisciplinary forensic psychological and linguistic examination, survey using polygraph), we should note the following.

The analysis of expert practice indicates that psychological research on informational content within the framework of multidisciplinary forensic psychology analyses and linguistic examinations has a specific topic and research methods that differ from traditional ones. Considering the fact that informational content is a communicative unit that always has its own sense and direction, messages contained in are subject to expert analysis and not psychological qualities and states of the author. **Topic of forensic psychology analysis on information content** is establishment by forensic expert using specific expertise and practical skills in the field of psychology of factual data regarding psychological specifics of information content (in particular, its orientation) that has legal significance and certain legal consequences. It is worth noting that in the Register of methods of conducting forensic examinations, which procedure is approved by the order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, currently, there is no proven method of conducting such a specific type of forensic psychology analysis and there is no single methodical approach to solving expert tasks in this direction. According to T. M. Yehorova, the topic of a multidisciplinary forensic psychology analysis should be “set offactual data established by integrating scientific knowledge in linguistics and psychology regarding the specifics, functions of an information message as a communicative act and the potential of its impact on recipients.”

At the same time, in research papers of some foreign forensic researchers, whose object of study is informational content, it is stated that competence of forensic psychologists in this subject type does not include establishment of real or potential influence on addressee, since speculative assumptions about whether he is capable (incapable) of the text to influence addressee and how exactly are

55 Реєстр методик проведення судових експертиз / Офіц. сайт Мін'юсту України. URL: https://rmpse.minjust.gov.ua (date accessed: 30.05.2023).
56 Порядок ведення Реєстру методик проведення судових експертиз : затв. наказом Мін'юсту від 02.10.2008 р. № 1666/5 (зі змін. та допов.). URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/ z0924-08#Text (date accessed: 30.05.2023).
Among the newest tasks of forensic psychological research is a survey using a special technical means, polygraph. In order to obtain indicative information, expert psychologists may conduct surveys using a polygraph on:

1) probability degree of information reported by interviewee;
2) completeness of information provided by interviewee;
3) sources of information received by interviewee;
4) representations of interviewee about a certain event;
5) other indicative information necessary for construction of versions of investigation of certain events.

Survey using polygraph is carried out only with the written consent of the person who will take the survey 60.

Tasks solved by forensic psychologist while interview using polygraph are primarily related to determining personal significance of stimuli for the interviewed person (certain word, question, symbol, photo, object, etc.) presented several times in a row special method 61. If the stimulus persistently (non-randomly, i.e., for each of repeated presentations) causes more pronounced physiological reactions (compared to other elements of stimulus series), it is recognized as significant 62. Since significance of
stimuli is calculated comparatively, in the future, forensic expert, using specific expertise and practical skills in the field of psychology, finds out reasons for personal significance of a particular stimulus under examination in relation to a specific event and its components. In particular, comprehensive forensic evaluation of data obtained as a result of research using a polygraph takes place in this way: forensic expert analyzes provided information sources and information obtained during the pre-test interview with the subject; in accordance with special methods formulates questions about specific events and certain actions; interviews a person using a polygraph; conducts a post-test interview with the subject; evaluates meaningful parts of answers and non-verbal expressions; calculates, analyzes and evaluates registered polygraph charts, formulates conclusions.

In American Polygraph Association terminological reference book, salience is explained as an increase in the intensity of excitation in the process of psychophysiological research using a polygraph “in accordance with stimuli, since they are related to the subject goals, standards and attitudes” 63.

In psychological dictionaries, significance of signal as one of the most important psychological characteristics is determined by the ratio of the information contained in it to the meaning of the task solved by the subject 64. Significance has several levels and is determining factor in classification of information model elements; besides, personal meanings are always part of a wider system.

O. Yu. Artemieva, founder of psychology of subjective semantics, characterizing the meanings, notes that topic sense for a subject is a trace of activity background of the relationship between them, which is recorded in the attitude to the object, in its for-subject-being 65. The scientist proposed a paradigmatic model of “movement of meaning through subjective experience layers” including:

1) perceptual world (formed by a system of modal images, ordered objects relative to each other);
2) worldview (structured set of attitudes towards objects that are perceived as relevant);
3) world image in the narrow sense (which is the deepest layer of amodal structures formed while semantic layer processing) 66.

Elements of subjective experience semantic layer, which is the main research object in psychology of subjective semantics, she understands as “traces of activities, fixed as an attitude to objects, objects of manipulation and conditions of these activities” 67. The scientist distinguishes between “preconceptions: figurative traces fixed in modal characteristics (layer of perceptual world), senses: traces within the semantic layer and personal senses: components of the image of the world, elements of the nuclear structures of subjective experience” 68. The researcher

63 Крапол Д., Хендлер М. і Штурм Ш. Термінологічний довідник для наукової психофізіологічної детекції неправдивості (ПФД) / пер. О. Назарова, А. Лисенка. 2012. 3-те вид. 133 с.
64 Словник психологічних термінів ... . URL: https://nuph.edu.ua/slovnik-psihoglichnih-terminiv/ (date accessed: 31.05.2023).
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
notes the inaccuracy of the sense concept proposed by her to concept of personal meaning according to O. M. Leontiev: “Additional link of the processed trace of the system is necessary for our “sense” to turn into “personal sense”” 69.

Summarizing theoretical positions of modern psychological concepts, it can be stated: modern researchers on phenomena and regularities of semantic regulation of human life activities distinguish at least six varieties in the dynamic semantic system of personality: personal sense, semantic attitude, motive, semantic disposition, semantic construct and personal value, noting that phenomenology of semantic regulation of activity and consciousness is exhausted by phenomenological manifestations of personal sense and semantic attitude. At the same time, behind each of these findings in a specific legally significant situation there may be semantic structures of a higher rank: motives of actual activity, semantic dispositions, and semantic constructs (to which forensic psychologist should pay attention while highlighting specifics of structuring of a person's subjective experience).

Conclusions

Based on generalization of best practices of scientists and practitioners, theoretical and practical aspects of highlighting the semantic reality during forensic psychology analysis are determined. The concepts of sense, semantic reality and their generalized criteria in various psychological concepts are considered. A number of methodological issues related to the solution of urgent expert tasks of forensic psychology analysis are highlighted (taking into account comments of expert practitioners regarding the peculiarities of conducting multidisciplinary psychological and linguistic examinations). Referring to expert practice, topic and subject of psychological research according to traditional and modern subject types of forensic psychology analyses are defined, tasks solved by forensic psychologist during an interview using polygraph are outlined. Complex of empirical methods that forensic psychologists use to highlight specific aspects of semantic reality during forensic research is given. Six varieties of dynamic semantic system of an individual are distinguished (personal sense, semantic attitude, motive, semantic disposition, semantic construct, and personal value), that forensic psychologist should take into account when analyzing phenomena and patterns of semantic regulation of human activity consciousness in legally significant situations. Considering the complexity and versatility of semantic reality taking on different forms and manifests itself in different psychological effects, the solution of urgent expert tasks of forensic psychological examination requires further in-depth analysis of theories of modern psychology for the effective solution of methodological and practical tasks of expertology.

одного інваріативні положення визначення смислу в різних психологічних концепціях, розглянуто його онтологічні, феноменологічні й діяльнісні аспекти в цих концепціях. За допомогою загально-теоретичних методів наукового пізнання виокремлено основні відмінності когнітивної та дискурсивної психології з погляду теоретичного підґрунтя психологічних феноменів. Висвітлено низку методологічних проблем, пов’язаних із розв’язанням нагальних експертних завдань сучасної судово-психологічної експертизи (із урахуванням зауважень експертів-практиків щодо особливостей проведення комплексних психологічно-лінгвістичних експертиз). Посилаючись на експертну практику, визначено об’єкт і предмет психологічного дослідження за традиційними й новітнім видами судово-психологічних експертиз, а також завдання, розв’язувані експертом-психологом під час опитування із застосуванням комп’ютерного поліграфа. Наведено комплекс емпірічних методів, застосованих експертами-психологами для висвітлення конкретних аспектів смислової реальності під час проведення експертних досліджень. Визначено шість різновидів динамічної смислової системи особистості (особистісний смисл, смислову установку, мотив, смислову диспозицію, смисловий конструкт та особистісну цінність), на які експерт-психолог має звертати увагу. Ключові слова: смислова реальність; інваріативні положення визначення смислу; психологічні дослідження; юридично значуща ситуація; судово-психологічна експертиза.
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